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Conceptions of the development of structure in thick-film resiBtors in the 
course of firing [ 1] can be verified by measuring the dependence of the critical 
coefficients of the percolation theory on firing temperature. The deviations 
of critical coefficients from the theoretical values are theoretically explained by 
the aBsumed formation of impurity stateB in the glass, as a result of diffusion 
of Rii during the firing. The estimated activation energy of the d�!Ju8ion 
should amount to about 1.5 eV. 

INTRODUCTION 

Thick-film resistors are composite materials containing glass and a conductive 
pigment as the main components. Screen printing on insulating substrates (mostly 
Alz03 - based ceramics) and firing in a tunnel kiln are the basic technological 
operations used in the manufacture of TFR. The present paper is the second 
of a series devoted to the effect of firing temperature on the basic propei-ties 
of resistor films. Similarly to the previous paper [l ], the experimental work was 
also carried out on model films prepared from pastes containing only glass and 
a conductive pigment in its inorganic component. The experimental results are 
not therefore affected by the presence of additional modifying oxides which are 
added to commercial pastes in order to adjust the temperature coefficient of resi
stance and to improve the long-term stability of parameters. The resistivity of 
tre films can be controlled over a wide range through concentration of the con
ductive component in the paste. This is why the dependence of area resistivity Ra 
on volume concentration v of the conductive component is of decisive signific
ance. 

Several theories describing the Ra - v relationship in htiterogeneous systems 
of conductive and insulating particles, or of conductive particles in a matrix 
of an insulating medium, have been published in recent years [2-7]. Applicability 
of the individual theories is restricted by the limit concentrations of the conductive 
components and by the type of the structure (morphology) of the heterogeneous 
system. The present paper is concerned with the application of the percolation 
theory on the Ra - v dependence of thick-film resistor systems. 

The following equation is provided by the percolation theory for the conductivity 
of the resistor lattice [8]: 

G = A' (p - Pc)Y. 
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The range of validity of this relation amounts approximately to Pc < p � Pc + 0.2, 
where p is the probability that an arbitrary lattice site is occupied by a conductive 
particle (in the so-called site problem), or conductive connection of neighbouring 
sites (in the so-called bond problem). The critical probability (percolation limit), 
Pc, is defined so that within the limits of an infinitely large specimen it holds 
for p � Pc that G = 0, and for p > Pc that G > 0. The value of Pc depends on 
the type of the lattice and on the respective problem, i.e. if the site problem or 
the bond problem is considered [9]. The critical exponent, y, depends solely on the 
number of dimensions of the specimen in the mathematical percolation theory. 
The applicability of the percolation theory on TFR specimens was experimentally 
verified in [10-12] on the assumption that probability p can be put equal to volume 
concentration of conductive component v. On designating the critical concentration 
Ve , which corresponds to the percolation limit ( conduction threshold), the concentra
tion dependence of area resistivity over the range i·c < v � Ve + 0.2 is given 
by the equation 

Ro = A (v - Vc )-Y, (2} 

Experimental verification [10-12] provided a very satisfactory qualitative agree
ment with equation (2); however, the experimental values of the critical coefficients 
did not correspond to the theoretical values obtained by computer modelling. 
The critical concentrations in TFR specimens are mostly much smaller (0.02-0.10) 
than the theoretical ones (0.12-0.31) [9], and on the contrary, the critical expo
nents for TFR were much higher (2-7) than the theoretical value for 3D systems 
(l.6 ,.., l. 7) [8, 13]. The extremely low values of i·c of specimens with a segregated 
structure agree well with the theory suggested in [15]. In the present part of the 
study, the authors will attempt to explain the disagreement between the experi
mental values of critical coefficients for thick-film resistors and the theoretical 
ones. However, the main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the effect of firing 
temperature on the values of critical coefficients and their relationship with the 
structure of the films and the properties of initial materials. 

SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The preparation and shape of specimens and the experimental methods wern 
described in detail in [l]. The present paper is concerned with the study of model 
materials using the Bi2Ru207 conductive component at BET specific area of 
5 m2 g-1

• A paste based on Ru02 with a BET specific area of 8.9 m' g-1 was used 
in one experiment only. These conductive components were combined with three 
types of glasses, whose composition and basic properties are listed in Table I. 
The ground frit of glass A was classified according to grain size in the same ways 
as in[l]. 

In the experiments described below, use was made of glass frit fractions with the 
following BET specific areas (ratio of mean sizes of conductive and glass grains 
respectively): 0.51 (0.052), 0. 78 (0.080),2.24 (0.230) m2 g-1• The percolation coeffici
ents were calculated from equation (2) adjusted to the form 

lg R0 = lg A - y lg (v - Ve ). (3) 

The computer method was based on finding the critical concentration Ve at which 
the linear regression gave the minimum standard deviation. 
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Table I 

Chemical composition and properties of glasses 

Glass I Composition (wt. %) 
I I 

' lg °C tct "C ST °C 
designation 

I PbO I Si02 I B203 I
Al,03 

i I 
I 

iI I 

I 

A 66 32.5 - 1.5 490 525 790 

B 69 22 7.5 1.5 425 462 595 

C 57 28 12 3 467 498 705 

ST = sintering temperature, lg - dilatometric transformation temperature, 
td - dilatometric softening temperature. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The values of percolation coefficients were measured on concentration series 
of specimens fired at peak temperatures between 450 and 900 °C. The condition 
Ve < v � Ve + 0.2 was maintained during the computer processing of the results. 

500 600 700 BOO 900 
t
1 
(OC)

Fig. 1. Percolation coefficients Ve , y in terms of the peak firing temperature of films based on Bi2Ru207 

and three grain size fractions of glass A with the respective surface areas (m2 g-1) of; a - 2.24, 
b - 0.78, C - 0.51.
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Fig. 1 shows a plot of critical coefficients v0 and y under peak firing temperature 
tr of BhRu207 - based specimens with three different grain sizes of frit A in the 
initial paste. The glass granulometry appears to have the greatest effect on the 
critical concentrationiin the region of the low firing temperatures. The effect 
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Fig. 2. Percolation coefftoienta vs. peak firing temperature of films based on Bi:iRu207 and glasses 
Band C. !I 

of granulometry diminishes gradually with increasing t1 • Within the framework
of measuring errors, the critical exponent y does not depend on the mean particle
size of glass particles in the paste. Fig. 2 shows the plot of percolation critical
coefficients vs. firing temperature for films with the BhRu207 conductive compo
nent and glasses B and 0, whose frits were not classified according to particle
size. The dispersion of experimental points around the regression curve 3 is apparent
from the typical course shown in Fig. 3, exhibited by specimens made from Bi2Ru207 

and unclassified frits of glass A, fired at a peak temperature of 850 °C (v0 = 0.0721,
y = 3.07).
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Fig. 3. An example of the depen<lence of planar resistivity on volume concentration of the conductive 
components, plotted according to equation ( 3) for films based on BiiRu207 and unclassified frit of glass A 

(v = 0.0721, y = 3.07).

THEORY AND ITS EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

The quasihomogeneous structure, as defined in the previous paper [I], is char
acterized by a roughly uniform distribution of conductive particles throughout 
the glass matrix. Calculation of the theoretical value of critical concentration 
for the conductive component is based on the following assumptions: 

(i) The shape of conductive particles can be approximated with the use
of effective spheres with a constant diameter d, defined by equality of the volume 
of this effective sphere and the mean volume of the conductive particle. 

(ii) The conductive particles are distributed at sites sc of the lattice jointly
with fictive particles of glass having the same diameter d (lattice parameter d). 

(iii) The space of the lattice between the spheres is filled with glass (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Model for deriving the critical concentration in a quasihomogeneous structure of TFR 
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The critical concentration corresponding to the site problem in the sc lattice is 
ve(sc) = 0.307 [8, 9]. The packing of empty lattice space with glass (transition 
to a structure with conductive spheres distributed throughout the glass matrix) 
can be calculated with the help of so-called packing fraction of spheres, which 
amounts to / = 0.5236 for the sc lattice. The following equation then holds for 
the critical concentration of'the conductive component: 

Veo = Ve(sc) f. (4) 

On substituting into this equation, one finds Veo = 0.161, which is the critical 
concentration of the conductive component in a structure characterized by direct 
contacts between the conductive grains. It appears [14, 9] that the product Ve f
is virtually constant (independent of the lattice type), and is dependent only on the 
number of dimensions. In 3D systems, it varies between 0.144 and 0.165 [9]. 

In studies [l, 16] the present authors suggested a model of electron transport 
in TFR based on assumed existence of impurity states in glass, consisting of Ru 
atoms that have diffused from the conductive grains into the glass in the course 
of firing. Transport of electrons between the localized impurity states proceeds 
by phonon assisted tunnelling, and the resistivity depends on the concentration 
of impurities N according to the equations [17, 18, 19]: 

(! ,._, N-2/3 exp (r;rx.N-I/3), (5) 

where rx.-1 is Bohr's radius of the impurity centre and r; = 1. 78 [18]. From the 
symmetry it follows that the minimum concentration of localized states, Nmin, 
lies at half the distance between the surfaces of neighbouring conductive particles. 
If this minimum concentration falls below a critical value N k, at which the proba
bility of tunnelling is already negligible, the resistivity will increase to a value 
having the order of the resistivity of glass. The critical concentration of the impurity 
states N k corresponds to the critical concentration of the conductive compo
nent, Ve , 

The following relationship can be used for the concentration N of diffusing Ru 
atoms in the first approximation: 

N = N0 exp (- 4�-r), (6) 

where x is the distance from the surface of the conductive particle, D = Do exp 
(Ed;r/kT) is the coefficient of diffusion and -r is the time which is regarded as
a constant in the case of firing in tunnel kilns. To simplify the problem, N0 is con
sidered to be constant. 

The approximate equation (6) is applicable for very low concentrations of N

only. On designating the distance between the surfaces of neighbouring conductive 
particles s, it is possible to write: 

Nmin = No exp 
(- 1:;T )· (7) 

At the critical concentration of the conductive pigment, v = Ve , N min = N k 
and to this corresponds the critical distance between the surfaces of neighbouring 
conductive particles, b. This means that the critical concentration of impurities N k 

occurs at the distance b/2 from the surface of the conductive particles. 
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The theoretical value of critical concentration in the given model will again be 
seeked with the help of the percolation system of sites in the sc lattice, but using 
the effective diameter of conductive particles and that of the fictive glass particles 
equal to d + <5. The number of conductive particles in a unit volume for the case 
a = 0 will be designated nco and nc for 15 > 0. The following equations then hold 
for the critical concentration in the individual cases: 

Vco = (1t/6) d3nco for <5 = 0, 

Vee = (1t/6) (d + 15)3 nc for 15 > 0. 

Comparison of the two equations yieldslthe relationship 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The critical concentration re at b > 0 (for diffusion of Ru into the glass) is given 
by the equation 

(11) 

which jointly with (9) and Vco = 0.161 gives the following equation after simple 
rearrangement: 

b 
- = (0.16lvc-1)1f3 - 1.d (12) 

In the given glass-conductive component system, N k is considered to be constant, 
and thus it follows from equation (7) and from the expression for the temperature 
dependence of the coefficient of diffusion D that 

and hen('P 

b2 Ectif exp 
-k�Tr - = const.16Dor 

b Ect;r In
d 

= const. 
- 2kTr.

where Tr is the firing temperature in Kelvins. 

(13) 

(14) 

Using equations (14) and (12) it is possible to determine the activation energy 
of diffusion, E ctif. 

The firing shrinkage of films was utilized for testing the model in the form of the 
sc lattice. This shrinkage, due to filling the empty spaces in the lattice during the 
first stages when a quasihomogeneous structure is formed, proceeds solely in the 
direction of thickness. The other two dimensions are fixed by adhesion to the 
substrate. From this it follows that the ratio of film thickness measured after 
firing (tr = 850 °0) and after the lacquer components have burnt out (tr = 450 °0) 
should be just equal to the packing factor f(sc) = 52.4 % according to the given 
model. The fired film should of course be virtually free of pores, and this is actually 
the case [l]. The experimental values of shrinkage in the direction of thickness, 
established for various glass-conductive component systems, are on the average 
50.3 ± 2.9 % , which is a very satisfactory agreement with theory. 
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Experimental verification of the theoretical value of critical concentration 
Vco according to equation (4) encounters two major problems: 

(i) The different grain sizes of the conductive component and the glass frit
are responsible for deviations from the assumed quasihomogeneous structure 
of fired films in the direction towards the transient structure or a segregated 
structure (1 ]. 

(ii) In the last stage of formation of a quasihomogeneous structure in the
course of firing it is necessary to consider beginning diffusion of Ru into the glass, 
which cannot be neglected [l]. For this rea.son it is possible to determine, on the 
curve of the vc(lt) dependence, the point which would best correspond to the 
assumptions formulated in the derivation of equation (4). 
The former problem can be resolved by extrapolating the experimental dependence 
of critical concentration on the ratio of mean sizes of conductive and glass grains 
<a) (4, 15, 20]: 

(15) 

where 01 and 02 are constants. The way of determining a from specific area measure
ments is described in [15]. The value of Ve is determined by extrapolation at 
(a) = I. The resolving of the other problem is much more difficult and there
is probably no objective method for establishing Vco ((a)) from the relationship
v0(lt ). As the best estimate it is possible to consider the values corresponding to 
the peaks of the curves v0(tr ), lying at the boundary of the firing temperature 
range, over which the conductive particles become redistributed and wetted with 
glass, and the region where the diffusion has the prevailing effect on the electrical 
conductivity of the films [l]. The uncertainty of determining the correct value 
of Vco is due to a certain overlapping of the two neighbouring regions of structural 
development. Experimental verification was carried out by means of the results 
of measuring the critical concentrations in films consisting of the Bi2Ru207 system 
and classified fractions of glass A (Fig. 1). Extrapolation of the Vco values towards 
<a)= 1 is shown in Fig. 5 and provides Vco = 0.172, which is a value quite well 
corresponding to the theoretical one when taking into account the approximations 
employed. 

-1
vc max 

10 

Fig. J. Extrapolation of critical concentration Vcmax towards the value (a) = ]. 

The dependence of critical diffusion lengths � on the absolute firing temperature 
according to equation (14) for 3 types of films based on Ru02 or BizRu207 and 
glasses A, Band Oare plotted in Fig. 6. The corresponding values of the activation 
energy of diffusion are 1.55 e V (glass A), 1.58 e V (glass B) and 1.50 e V (glass 0). 
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Fig. 6. Critical diffusion distance <5 vs. firing temperature according to equation (14); a - Ru02 -;

+ glass A, b - Ru02 + glass B, c - Bi2Ru207 + glass C.

DISCUSSION 

The mechanisms involved in the structural development of TFR [lJ obviously 
also determine the courses of the relationships of the critical coefficients at the 
peak firing temperature (Figs. 1 and 2). For this reason the curves v0(t1 ) and 
R0(tr ) are similar. The differences in the positions of the extreme layouts are 
given by the dependence of the critical exponent on firing temperature and by the 
fa.et that the R(tr) curves were obtained at concentrations of the conductive· 
component which were substantially higher than the critical one. The properties 
of the glass employed, characterized e.g. by the temperatures lg , t d and ST (cf. 
Table I) are projected into the dependence of the critical coefficients on the firing 
temperature, similarly to the course of R0(tr) (1 ], particularly as regards the shifts 
of the curves towards the higher or lower firing temperatures. The development 
of structure (morphology) of the films, as described in the previous paper [l ], gives 
a key to the explanation of the forms of the v0(it) and y(tr) curves, and above all 
the difference between the experimental values of the critical coefficients measured 
on TFR, and the theoretical values provided by computer simulations [8, 9, 13]. 

In the range of the low firing temperatures, where the sintering of glass grains
is the controlling mechanism of the film structural development, the size of the 
conductive and glassy particles in the paste has a significant influence. The ratio 
of mean diameters of these particles, <.,a), is the concrete parameter used in the· 
relationships for critical concentrations. At <a) <(l, a typical segregated structure 
with the conductive grains distributed at the boundaries of larger glass grains
is formed in the firing temperature region considered [l, 15]. From the standpoint 
of the percolation theory this type of segregated structure is characterized by low 
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values of critical concentrations and also in that the critical exponent corresponds 
to the theoretical value for 3D structures (within the framework of measuring 
errors). The theory of critical concentration in segregated TFR structure was 
formulated in [15]. An increase in the peak firing temperature leads to the 
transient structure and eventually to the quasihomogeneous one [l ]. An ex
planation of the low Ve values in TFR specimens with a quasihomogeneous 
structure was attempted in the paragraph above. If the paste employed contains 
larger glass particles (very small value of the <a) ratio), the relatively short time 
of firing is not sufficient for satisfactory homogenization of the system comprizing 
the conductive component and glass, and the :films fired at the usual temperature 
of 850 to 900 °0 remain in the region of the transient structure. Evidence for this 
is provided by the micrographs shown in [l] and the courses of the re(fv ) relations
hips at increasing firing temperature for specimens with various ratios of particle 
sizes in the paste (curves a, bin Fig. 1). The fact that the cnrve c (for the smallest 
value of <a)) lies below the other two course, over the in tire interval of firing 
temperatures indicates (in agreement with the micrographs in [l]) that the transient 
Rtrncture survives to a temperature of up to 900 °C. 

In the first approximation, the critical concentration of the conducti,e compo
nent in specimens with a transient structure can be calculated as follows: The to
tal volume of :film regions containing solely glass without any conductive pigment 
shall be designated V1 (the residue of larger glass frit particles), the remaining 
volume with an approximately quasihomogeneous distribution of conductive 
particles in the glass is designated V2 , and the volume of the conductive component 
proper will be V3 • The mean concentration of the conductive component is there
fore

(16) 

and the effective concentration in the region of volume V2 (providing the electrical 
conductivity of the film) is equal to 

(17) 

The effective critical concentration Veer corresponds to the theory outlined in the 
previous paragraph. For the critical (mean) concentration of the conductive 
component in the specimen with a transient structure, one obtains the following 
relationship from equations (16) and (17): 

Ve = Veef (1 + w)-1 (18) 

where w = V1/V2 • Fig. 1 and equation (18) indicate that in the specimen prepared
from paste with a frit having a specific surface area of 0.51 m2 g-1 (curve c) by
firing at 900 °0, the regions free of the conductive phase (having the volume V 1) 
take about 23 % of the :film volume. In this estimate it was assumed that specimens 
prepared from paste containing frit with a surface area of 0. 78 or 2.24 m2 g-1, 

fired at the same temperature, have a quasihomogeneous structure. 
In conclusion, let us attempt to explain why the critical exponent values estab

lished experimentally in the quasihomogeneous structures of TFR deviate from 
theory, which specifies y = 1.6 -:- 1. 7 for the 3D systems. The mathematical percola
tion theory, leading to equation (1) or to equation (2) with respect to TFR, assumes 
a constant resistivity between the conductive grains (spheres) in the neighbouring 
lattice nodes, which is therefore independent of the concentration of the conductive 
component. In our model of electron transport in TFR, based on phonon-assisted 
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tunnelling between the localized impurity states in the glass, the resistance between
two neighbouring conductive grains depends on their distance and thus on the
concentration of the conductive component. The dependence of the distance
between conductive grains is associated with the concentration of impurity centres
N min introduced into the glass by diffusion at constant firing temperature and time.
For this reason, in the case of TFR with a. quasihomogeneous structure, it is
necessary to consider coefficient A in equation (2) as being dependent on the
concentration of the conductive component. The critical exponent is considered
to correspond to theory and is taken as being equal to 1.7. Equation (2) can then
be written in the form 

R0 = A(v) (v - Ve )-1.7. (19) 

The resistivity of glass between neighbouring conductive particles is described
by equation (5). In agreement with the results described in paragraph 4, it is
possible to substitute N min from equation (7) into equation (5) for the concentration
of impurity states, thus obtaining the following equation after rearrangement and
in view of the assumed proportionality A(v) - e(Nm;n): 

( Edif) In A(v) = const. + (24rD0)-1(0.89ocN0 113 - 1) exp -
tc-;_r;- s2• (20) 

The following approximation was used in the above rearrangements with respect
to the very small distances between the surfaces of the neighbouring conductive
particles: 

exp [s2(12rD0)-1 exp ( !;; ) ] � 1 + s2(12rD0)-1 exp ( !;: ) . (21) 

In equation (20) the constant coefficient in the second term of the right side will 
be designated µ0, thus obtaining an expression suitable for experimental verifica
tion: 

1n A(v) = const. + µ(Tt) s2 (22) 
where 

µ(Tr) = µo exp ( !:; ) . (23) 

It now remains to find the relationship between the mean distance of the surfaces
of neighbouring particles in the conductive cluster and the concentration of con
ductive particles in the film. The solution will be based on the homogeneous model
with particles distributed at a.11 the nodes of the sc lattice on assuming that the
actual distance between the centres of these particles is proportional to the lattice
parameter of the model. The following equation then holds for the distance between
the surface of conductive particles: 

s = const. [ ( � r
3 

- I] d (24) 

where d is again the mean value of the diameter of the conductive grains. 
Equation (22) was verified experimentally by measuring films of the Bi2Ru207 

system with glass 0. The specimens were prepared by firing at peak temperatures
over the interval of 650 to 850 °0. In Fig. 7 the coefficients A(v) are plotted for
the various firing temperatures in dependence on the squared ratio of distances
to the mean diameter of the conductive grain. The natural logarithms of the
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slopes of the lines in Fig. 7 are plotted in Fig. 8 in terms of reciprocal absolute 
firing temperature according to equation (23). The activation energy of diffusion 
of Ru into glass determined in this way, Edu= 1.53 eV, is in satisfactory agreement 
with the value of 1.50 eV obtained by another method in the previous paragraph. 
The agreement is considered as evidence for the correctness of the given conceptions 
suggested for the mechanism of electrical conductivity in TFR with a quasihotno
geneous structure, and of their respective effects on the values of critical concentra
tion and of the critical coefficient. 

/nA(v) 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 

650 

0,5 1,0 

Fig. 7. Natural logarithm of coefficient A(v) vs. the squn,red ratio of the mean distance between?the 
surfaces of neighbouring conductive particles and their mean diameter, plotted according to equn,tion 

(22) - Bi2Ru207 + glass C. 

Inµ (T)�.---------.---------,-----, 

3 

2 

Q9 1,0 

Fig. 8. Determination of the activation energy of diffusion according to equn,tion (23) - the values 
were taken from Fig. 7. 
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CONCLUSION 

The present study showed that the courses of the dependence of critical coeffi
cients on firing temperature, as measured on TFR specimens, as well as the devia
tions of the values from the theoretical ones, ca.n be explained by means of the 
mechanisms acting during the firing on the development of structure in the films, 
and by means of conceptions of the electrical conductivity of TFR with a quasi
homogeneous structure [l]. The suggested simple theory of critical concentration 
of the conductive component and the concentration dependence of coefficient A(v) 
from equation (20) allowed the activation energy of diffusion of Ru in high-lead 
borosilicate glasses, used in TFR, to be estimated. The agreement of the Edit 
values determined by the two methods is very satisfactory. There is the interesting 
finding that deviations in the composition of the glasses employed have virtually 
no effect on the value of 

Edu = 1.54 ± 0.03 eV. 

The author is obliged to B.Doskocilova and B. Stara for technical assistance and to ing. J. Bursa 
for his kind support and help. 
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VLIV TEPLOTY VYPALU NA VLASTNOSTI MO DELOVYCH TLUSTOVRST· 
VYCH REZISTORU; II. KRITICKE KOEFICIENTY TEORIE PERKOLACf 

Alois Kubovy 

Vyzkumny ustav elektrotechnicke keramiky, Pospisilova 281, 500 64 Hradec Kralove 

Prace navazuje na clanek [1], ve kterem byl navrzen model vyvoje struktury tlustovrstvych 
rezistorti (TFR), ktery je konzistentnf s predstavou o mechanismu elektricke vodivosti ve vypale
nych vrstvach (16]. Tata prace je venovana vlivu teploty vypalu na hodnoty kritickych 
koeficientti (vc,) teorie perkolace. Jak bylo drive ukazano [10-12], vztah (2) odvozeny 
z teorie perkolace dobfo poplsuje prtibehy koncentracnich zavislosti ploi!ine rezistlvlty v ob
lastl koncentraci vodive slozky blizkych kriticke. Zmei'ene hodnoty kritickych koeficientti 
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vsak nesouhlasi s hodnotami vyplyvajicimi z matematicke teorie. V clanku je uvedena pu
vodni teorie kriticke koncentrace vodive slozky v TFR s kvazihomogenni strukturou a vysvetlu
ji se odchylky kritickeho exponentu od teorie. Vychazi se z predstavy [l, 16] o prenosu elektronu 
mczi sousednimi vodivymi casticemi aktivovanym tunelovanim mezi lokalizovanymi primeso
vymi stavy ve skle, tvorenymi ionty ruthenia, ktere behem vypalu vrstvy difunduji z vodivych 
castic. Obe teorie umoznuji nalezt aktivacni energii difuze Ecti! Ru do skla vyhodnocenim expe
rimentalnich zavislosti plosne rezistivity na koncentraci vodive slozky, ziskanych u serii vzorku 
pripravenych pri ruznych teplotaeh vypalu. Dobry souhlas hodnot Ectif (1,53 eV a 1,50 eV) 
nalezenych u systemu Bi2Ru2O1 -r sklo C obema metodami <lokazuje spravnost pouzitych 
predstav. 

Zavislost kritiekych koeficientl'.t n,� vl'cholove teplote vypalu je ukazana na nekolika prikladech 
(obr. 1 a 2), ktere soucasni', dokumentuji vliv p>1rametru pouziteho skla (tab. I), resp. typu vodi
veho pigmentu. 

Obr. 1. Perkolacni koeficienty Ve , y v zavislosti na vrcholove teplote vypalu vrstev na bazi Bi2Ru207 

a tfi granulometrickych frakci skla A s BET mernym povrchem (m2 g-1 ); a-2,24, b-0,78, 
c-0,51.

Obr. 2. Zavislost perkolacnich koeficientu na vrclwlove teplote vypalu vrstev na bazi Bi2Ru207 a skel 
B,C. 

Obr. 3. Pfiklad zavislosti plosne rezistivity na objemove koncentraci vodive slozky vynesene podle 
vztahu (3) pro vrstvy na bazi Bi2Ru207 a netfidene frity skla A (vc = 0,0721, y = 3,07). 

Obr. 4. Model pro odvozeni kriticke koncentrace v kvazihomogenni struktufe TFR. 
Obr. 5. Extrapolace kriticke koncentrace Vcmax k hodnote a = 1. 
Obr. 6. Zavislost kriticke difuzni vzdalenosti na teplote vypalu podle vztahu (14), a - RuO2 + sklo A, 

b - RuO2 + sklo B, c - Bi2Ru2O7 + sklo C. 
Obr. 7. Zavislost pfirozeneho logaritmu faktoru A(v) na kvadratu pomeru stfedni vzdalenosti mezi 

povrchy sousednich vodivych castic a jejich stfedniho prumeru, vynesena podle rovnice 
(22) - Bi2Ru2O7 + sklo C.

Obr. 8. Stanoveni aktivacni energie dif1lze podle vztahu (23) - hodnoty z obr. 7. 

BJUHIHME TEMITEPAT-YPbI OBllil'lfA HA CB0:0:CTBA MO,[J:EJihHbIX 
TOJICTOITJIEHOl.J.HbIX PE3HCTMBIIbIX 8JIEMEHTOB; 

JI. RPilTv:P-IECRME BEJII1411Hbl TEOPMM ITPOTERAHMH 

AJIOHC RyGOBhI 

H ay'{1-to-uccJ1,e[}oeamej/,bcnuu u1-1cmumym aJ1,enmpomex1-tu'{ecnou 1.epa.Mu1.u, 
IlocnuutuJ1,oea 281, 5UO 64 I'pa8e7.f-KpaMee 

Ilpe/_\;raraeMalI pa6oTa IIBJIIICTCII npo/_\OJllKCHHCM CT3ThH [1], B KOTopoii fo,ma npe/IJIOlKCHa 
MO).\CJih pa3BHTHII cTpyKTYPhI TOJicTomrnaoqHhIX pe3HCTopoB (T FR), KOTopaH lIBJIHeTcH 
1{0HCHCT0HTHOH C rrpe/_\cTaBJI0H1'10M O M0XaHH3Me :meKTporrpoBO)J;HOCTl'I B OOJKl'lraeMhIX 
l'JIOIIX [16]. ,[J:aHHalI pa6oTa IIOCBIIII(eHa BJIHIIHUIO T0MrrepaTyphl OOlKHra Ha BCJIHqHHhl 
Kpl'ITH'ICCJ{IIX BCJIII'II!H (vc) TeOpHH rrpoTeKaHHII. RaK yJKe OhIJIO AOKa3aHO [10-12], OTHO
III0Hl'l0 [2], BhlBC/_\CHHOe II3 TeOpIIH rrpoTeKaBl'llI, xopomo OIIHCbIBaeT XO/_\ KOHI(CHTpan:rrnHHJ,IX 
33BHCUMOCTCH YACJlhHOro IIOBepxHOCTBoro conpOTl'IBJICHl'llI B OOJiaCTH ROHI(CHTpan:1111 rrpo
B0/1,lIIIICro ROMilOHCHTa, OJil'l3KHX KPHTl'lqecHOH B0JIHqHH0. 0/_\H3KO H3MepeHHh!C BeJIHqIIHhl 
KPl'ITIIqec1rnx BCJil'lql'IH He HaXO/_\fITCII B corJiaCHl'I C BCJ il\lIIIHaMl'I, OCHOBb!BaIOII(l'IMl1<;lI Ha 
MaTeMaTl'lqecKOll TeOpHH. B CT3ThC rrpHBO)J;HTCfl HCXO)J;HalI TeopHII HPHTH'I8CKOH KOHI(CHTpa
I(HH npoBO/_\lIII(ero ROMIIOH0HTa (rropora npoTeKaHl'llI) B T FR C KB331'10/IHOpO):\HOH cTpyK
Typoii H OO'hlICHIIIOTCII OTKJIOH0HHII KPl'ITH'!CCKOro I l0K333TCJUI OT Teopnl'I. OcHOBOH fIBJIII
eTCJl rrpe/_\CTaBJICHH0 [1, 16] 0 rrepeaoce 8JICKTpOHOB MClKI-\Y cocep;HHMH rrpOBO)J;JlII(HMl'I 
'IaCTl'II(3Ml'I 3KTHBHpOBaHHhlM TYHHCJIHpOBaHl'ICM MClKAY JIOKaJIH30BaHHhIMH npHMCCHhIMl'I 
COCTOHHl'IIIMl'I B CTeKJre, 06pa3y10rn:HMHCII l'IOH3MH PYTCHHII, KOTOpbre BO BpeMH OOJKHra 
CJIOJI /_\H4J<J>YHAHPYIOT H3 rrpOBO/llIII(HX qacTl'II(. 06e Teopnl'I rrpe11cTaB'1fllOT B03MOlKHOCTl> 
ycTaH3BJIHB3Th aneprHIO 3KTHB3I(l'll'I A1'1<J><J>y3HH EumjJ Ru B CTCKJIO, OI(CHl'IBalI 8RCI!Cpl'IM0H
TaJibHbre 33BHCHMOCTH yp;eJibHOro IIOBepxHOCTHOro corrpOTHBJI0HHJ1 OT KOHI(0HTP81\HH npo
BO)J;HII(ero KOMIIOHCHTa, rroJiyqeHHh!e y cepl'll'I o6pa3I_\OB, rrpHCOTOBJI0HHhIX rrpH pa3HblX 
TeMnepaTypax o6JKHra. Xoporrree corJiac11:e BeJIH'IIIH E;imjJ (1,53 :,B n 1,50 aB), ycTaHoB-
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JI0HHI,IX y CIICT0M Bi2Ru201 + CTeRJIO C IIOMOilII,IO 0Gm1x M0TOAOB HBJIH0TCH CBHp;eTeJibCTBOM 
rrpaBIIJibHO rrprrMeHlieMhlX rrpeACTUBJl0HHH. 

3aBHCHMOCTI, KPIITJiqecKIIX BeJIHqIIH OT IIIIKOBOH TeMrrepaTyphl oGmrrra IIORa3hlBaeTCH 
Ha HeCROJibRIIX rrpIIMepax (pnc. 1 II 2), ROTOphle O,[\HOBpeMeHHO IIOKU3I,IBUIOT BJIIIHHlle 
rrapaMeTpOB rrpHM0HHeMoro C'f0H.Ia (Ta6JI. 1) l!Jlll TlIIla rrpOBOAHIIIero IllII'M0HTa. 

Puc. 1. Koarjicfu4ue1-tmbi meopuu npvme1.:a1-tUR, Ve, y e aaeucu.,w,ocmu om nu,;oeou me.«nepa
mypbi 06:xcuaa C.1/,oee, cocmom4ux ua Bi2Ru207 u mpex apa1-ty.//,o.,w,empu<tec1.ux rjjpa,;quu 
cme,;.1/,a A c BET yiJe.1/,bHoii noeepx1-tocnib10 (.,w,2?-1): a - 2,24, b - 0,78, c - 0,51.

Puc. 2. 3aeucu.Mocmb 1.oarjjrjjuL{UeHmoe npomer.aHUR, om nu1.oeou me.wnepamypbi 06:Heuaa 
C.1/,oee, cocmom,4ux ua Bi,Ru201 u cme,;o.1/, B, C.

Puc. 3. IIpuMep aaeucu.Mocmu yiJe.1/,bHoao noeepx1-tocm1-toao conpomue.1/,eHUR, om 06'be,ii1-tou 
1.01-t4e1-tmpaquu npoeoOR,Ufeao 1.0Mno1-te1-tma coa.1/,aCHO om1-to111e1-tu10 (S) o.Mt C.1/,oee, 
cocmOR,UfUX ua Bi2Ru207 u 1-tecopmupoeaHHOU rjipummbi cme,;.1/,a A (vc = 0,0721, 
y = 3,07). 

Puc. 4. AI ooe,ab O.//,R, ebieedeHUR, 1.pumu<tec,wu 1.01-tqe1-tmpaquu a 1.eaaua0Moae1-t1-tou cmpy,;
mype TFR. 

Puc. 5. Eh:cmpano,amfuR, ,;pumu'lCc,;ou 1.01-tqe1-tmpaquu Ve MaRc ,; (le,au<tuHe <a> = 1. 
Puc. 6. 3aeucuMocmb 1ipumu"-8c1.oao iJurjjrjjyauoHHoao paccmoR,HUR. lJ om meMnepamypM 

06:xcuca coMacHo omHomeHUIO (14); a - Ru02 + cme1..//,0 A, b - Ru02 + cme-,;,ao B, 
c - Bi,Ru201 + cme,;,ao C. 

Puc. 7. 3aeucu.Mocmb 11,amypa,abHoao .1/,0Bapum.Ma rjia1.mopa A(v) om ,;eaopama om1-toiueHUR, 
cpeiJHeao paccmoR,HUR, .Me:Heoy noeepxHOCmR,.M,U coceiJHux npoeoORUfUX <tacmuq u ux 
cpriJHeao oua.,w,empa, ebiHeceHHGR, coe.1/,aCHO ypaeHeHUIO (22) - Bi,Ru201 + cme,;,ao C. 

Puc. 8. Onpeoe.ie11,ue aHepauu a1.mueaquu ourjirjiyauu coa,aacHo omHoiueHu10 (23) - ee,au<tnHbi 
ua puc. 7. 

SPECIALNf SKLA TVORf NOVOU GENERACI SKELNYCH MATERIALU 
obsahujicich nektere specialni primesi a vykazujici vlastnosti vyuzitelne v perspPktivnfrh tech
nickyC'h i jiny<'h oborech. Skla jsou v mnoha pripadech vyrabena bud syntetickou cestou, nebo 
vfrobnirni technologiemi pouzivanymi pfi vyrobe keramiky, napf. slinovanim predtavenf<'h 
praskovfch nebo chemicky upravenych skel, procesem sol- gel, C'hemickym napafovanim apod. 
Specialni skla zahrnuji kremenna, ktemicita, boritokremicita, fosforecna, germanicita, chalko
genidova a iontova (halogenidova, nitridova, siranova, uhlicitanova) skla a skelne krystalicke 
hmoty. Tato skla jsou pouzivana v telekomunikaC'ich v podobe optickych vhiken vyrobenych 
vetsinou z ktemennych skel dopovanych oxidy Ge a P. Krome vetejnych telekomunikacnich 
SitI SC pOUZIVRjI opticka vlakna j pro spojenf mezj pocftaci, pro VOjenske UCeJy (opticky fizene 
sttely), v lekatstvi (endoskopy i slozite diagnosticke ptistroje), pro vyrobu optickych gyroskopu, 
senzor(i a tidickh a kontrolnich zatizeni. Dalsi generace optickych vlaken se bude vyrabet z fluori
dovych a fosforecnych skel s obsahem tezkych kovu. V elektronice jsou specialni skla vyuzivana 
jako izolacni a pasivacni vrstvy, tlustovrstva diolektrika, rezistory a termistory, zatavove feritove 
materialy, elektronicke displeje apod. Nektera z techto skel vykazuji spinaci a pametove vlast
nosti. Sklenene kompozitni materialy se pouzivaji ptedevsim v leteckem prumyslu (napf. sklo 
S-2 firmy Owens-Corning) k vyrobe nekterych konstrukcnich prvku letadel, raketovych motori'.I,
tlakovych nadob i nekterych druhu sportovniho nafadi. Kompozitni material vyuzivajki kfemen
na vlakna se pouziva k vfrobe desticek pro tepelny stit kosmickych raket. Mezi dalsi perspektivni
kompozitni materialy patti - sklo/Ah03 , kovova matrix zpevnena kremennymi vlakny a skla
zpeviiovana ruznymi vlakny. Dalsi oblasti vyuziti specialnich skel je lekarstvi. Bioskla se pouzi
vaji jako proteticky material v ruznfch lekai'skych oboreC'h a ve stomatologii. Ptikladem tohoto 
rnaterialu je Ceravital. Kompozitni materialy na bazi skla nahrazuji zubni amalgamy, sklo
keramicke materialy se pouzivaji k ptiprave zubnich korunek. :Mezi specialni skla patri take 
ochranna skla proti pusobeni rtg paprsku a y-zateni, skla pro ukladani radioaktivnich materialu
a skla pro specialni opticke pouziti - laserova skla dopovanaNd nebo germanicita skla propouste
jici IC zMeni. Do roku 1995 se ptedpoklada dalsi zvfseni objemu vyroby optickych vlaken
(ze 41,8 % celkove vyroby specialnich skel v roce 1985 na 57,6 % v roce 1995) na ukor specialnich
skel pro elektroniku. 

(Glass Ind., 68, 1987, c. 2, s. 8-10) 
Fryntova 
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